
U.S. and World II 

Summer Reading Assignment: The Jungle, by Upton Sinclair 

 

Over the summer, you are to read Upton Sinclair’s 1906 novel, The Jungle.  The book provides a great 
deal of insight into the time period of industrialization in late 19th century America.  In addition, it 
will provide opportunities to discuss a number of larger issues that we will focus on throughout the 
year, including immigration, consumer and worker rights, the importance 
of journalism, and the proper role of government in society.   

 

1. You are required to read the entire novel.  As you read, you will be 
expected to take notes on a number of areas.  For each of the four 
categories below, provide at least ten bullets of notes.  Make sure 
that you do not just take notes, but also explain why the details that 
you have taken down are important.  Make sure to have page 
numbers for your notes. Be prepared to turn your notes in on the 
FIRST day of class. (30 point grade) 

§ Working conditions: consider sanitation, light, air, speed of work, 
equipment, etc. 

§ Social/Living conditions: treatment of immigrants, assimilation 
of immigrants into American society, housing, streets, child care, health care, etc. 

§ Economic conditions: consider wages, cost of living, unemployment, formation of labor 
unions, owners’ power over workers, etc. 

§ Political Conditions: consider elections, corruption, police, courts, owners’ power, solutions 
provided by socialism, etc. 

2. Respond to the following: In your opinion, how reliable is The Jungle?  Using at least one source, 
consider Sinclair’s background, his motivation, and how realistic its details and events are to the 
time period of the late 19th century.  

**On the FIRST day of class, you will take a test on the novel.  The test will be designed to gauge 
whether you have read or not and if you can also interpret and apply the larger themes of the novel.  
It may include multiple choice, short answer and quotation interpretation questions. (50 point grade) 

 

 


